decades, but why is my research now called nanotechnology?" were often asked.
What separated nanotechnology from the study of fundamental atomic and molecular interactions that a traditional research field may accomplish (clearly, research that is still needed) was an emphasis on new properties of materials gained when controlling structures at the atomic and molecular level. It was this emphasis on the control of structures at the nanometer level leading to significantly changed properties that allowed (and still allows) nanotechnology to be separated from other traditional science fields.
But what about the subset of nanotechnology, nano medicine? How does nanomedicine separate itself from other traditional medical research fields? Is it really different from research that scientists conducted a decade or more ago? And, a possibly more important question, does it matter to the future of nanomedicine if it does not separate itself from these other traditional medical research fields? All questions worth asking for this maturing field.
IJN takes a firm stance in this respect and emphasizes nanomedicine research in which significantly changed medical events are elucidated only by concentrating on nanoscale events. In this respect, our attempt to separate nanomedicine from other traditional medical research fields is a focus on significantly changed medically related events that result by concentrating solely on the nanoscale. I ask you to join me in this, our second issue, to discover medical advances made in this exciting nanomedicine research field!
